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Ear Cleaners, Gels and Flushes
Problem and Indication Description Product to Use

Very Thick Wax 
GA Ear Flush Needed 

Bacteria / Red Itchy Ears 
Pre-treatment / Maintenance  

& Prevention

Yeast 
Maintenance & Prevention

Excess Wax 
Maintenance

Resistant Bacteria Identified
Pre-treatment

Bacteria & Yeast / Red & Itchy Ears 
Where Alternative to AB is Sought  

Pre-treatment / Maintenance 
& Prevention

Deep cleansing foaming ear wash to remove very thick wax under GA. Dogs only.
Vet only. Wash out after use. Ensure TM is intact. 

Chlorhexidine/Tris EDTA antiseptic ear cleaner. For use before the application of 
topical drops or in red/itchy ears where AB’s are unnecessary. 

Acidifying and drying antibacterial/antifungal maintenance ear cleaner to control 
the overgrowth of yeast & bacteria in dogs prone to getting repeat ear problems 
eg Swimmers, Spaniels. 

Squalene-based ear cleaner when a stronger ceruminolytic action is required to 
remove thick and greasy wax in dogs, cats and rabbits 

Sterile Tris EDTA solution and potentiating agent to be combined with AB in cases 
where resistant bacteria have been identified on culture. 

Peptide-based ear gel with antibacterial, antifungal and soothing action. Can be 
used as pre-treatment to enhance the efficacy of AB drops or used in cases where 
poly pharmacy drops may not be required. For maintenance in sensitive ears and 
ears with on going bacterial problems. To be used alongside an appropriate cleaner. 
Can be applied every 48 hours for improved owner compliance.

Otoprof

Otodine

Clorexyderm Oto 

Otoact

Before-X

Peptivet Oto  
Gel and Drops

Tris EDTA and N-Acetylcysteine (NAC) solution which helps to inhibit the formation 
of, and disrupt established, bacterial biofilms. Will potentiate other AB solutions and 
is particularly useful where resistant bacteria have been identified on culture.

Tris-NAC
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